FT Crossword: Weekend Magazine number 425
Set by: Aldhelm

The Across clues are straightforward, while the Down clues are cryptic.

ACROSS
1 Social standing (6)
5 Trader (8)
9 Something breathed in (8)
10 Glass container (6)
11 Large percussion instrument (4, 4)
12 Mushroom, toadstool, eg (6)
13 Native American tribe of southeast USA (8)
15 Diplomacy (4)
17 Perceive (4)
19 Administrative (8)
20 Unit of current (6)
21 To do with sailing (8)
22 Spittle (6)
23 Of poetic rhythm (8)
24 Instrument consisting of bells (8)
25 Sturdy, tough (6)

DOWN
2 Thanks to New Zealand, one gets in a climbing country (8)
3 Carry out one survey, initially, in area (8)
4 Stop holding twisted wire where steps are (9)
5 Song from boatman and miner, drunk with rum (2, 10, 3)
6 About to look for certain finish (7)
7 Play a new playground game with one (8)
8 Article for American university with a learner's regular order (3, 5)
14 Leaders of experience need top meeting (9)
15 Old period for art is rearranged like so (8)
16 One assembling clip with more being edited (8)
17 Being unsuccessful includes Lancashire's opener's thrashing (8)
18 Wild teasel can endlessly grow (8)
19 Vessel's caught top of anchor to become tangled up (7)

Solution 424
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